Wren  Feathers
Pleats and Pockets heirloom variation
As always this tutorial is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share
it by linking to this blog, you may NOT sell it. If you sell things made from this pattern I’d appreciate
credit for the pattern design. 
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the pictures should suffice, but if you need help
please email me!
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Choosing your fabric:
Obviously you can use any fabric you want, but some will give you a better result than others. You
can see below the results of pin stitching on three different kinds of fabrics. The cotton batiste turned
out the best, and thin muslin was pretty good. The cotton-poly blend batiste, however, was awful. It
pulled together in a puckered mess and did not produce the desired results.

Special things you will need to complete this project are:
• A wing needle (for pinstitching only)
• Thinner than average thread (for pinstitching only) I used Sulky bobbin thread intended for
machine embroidery.
• Ungathered lace with one plain edge and one decorative edge. It's best if this lace is cotton.
• Embroidery thread and bias binding if you plan to make a fancy pocket

Before you start, trace the lace template onto the front pattern piece and hold up to your doll. You
may choose to lengthen the dress (I didn’t) or even shorten it to a top to wear with bloomers or maybe
shorts as pajamas. Pants pattern free here:
http://jenwrenne.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/summer-sew-along-2013-part-2-t-and-capris.pdf

Making fancy pockets:

This stitch is sometimes called a cobweb stitch. I find it is a stitch that gives you a lot of "bang for your
buck". It is incredibly simple to do, but lays on top of your fabric giving a three dimensional effect. All
you need to do is sew a spoke shape with an uneven number of spokes.

Then bring your thread up to the right of one of the spokes and start weaving. Keep going over and
under each spoke until your flower is filled in.

You can do a few lazy daisies for leaves.
Instead of making real piping, which would have been too thick for this project, I simply used a piece
of bias tape cut in half, then trimmed an extra 1/8”. The following pictures show you how to make a
fancy pocket.

Clipping is VERY important for a smooth finished pocket!

Stitch in the ditch between bias and pocket to apply to garment.

Now it's time for the fun part-pin stitching! I love this technique because it resembles entredeux or
drawn-thread handwork but takes much less effort. We will start on the sleeves as a warm-up
because they are easy and straight. Put the wing needle into your machine and thread the bobbin
and needle with your thin thread.
Find a stitch on your machine that looks like hand buttonhole stitching
This:

Ideally it will go in and out of the same holes more than once. YOUR WING NEEDLE IS WIDER
THAN YOUR REGULAR NEEDLE SO CHECK YOUR STITCH WIDTH BEFORE YOU START TO
SEW AND MAKE SURE THE NEEDLE IS NOT HITTING THE PRESSER FOOT!
Put your lace on top of the sleeve and start to sew. Try to go slowly because sometimes this delicate
thread likes to break. The long part of the stitch goes on the fabric and then bites into the lace.

Your sleeve should look like this on the front

And like this on the back

Now, using sharp scissors trim away the excess fabric as shown
If you are not getting good results, perhaps your fabric is too thick/not 100% cotton or your thread is
not thin enough.
Construct the dress according to the instructions in the pattern, but make the pintucks an extra inch
longer.
If you would like to put bias binding around the neck like I did, make sure you trim off about a quarter
inch at the neckline.

Okay, now comes the really fun part!
If you are using high-quality cotton lace it should have a gathering thread already in the header for
you. If not, run a gathering stitch along the top of your lace.

Trace the lace shaping template onto your dress using an erasable marker or chalk.

Pin the middle of your lace to the center of the dress and pull up the gathers gently. When you get to
the points, you will need to miter the lace.

Put a pin in it like this so that it conforms to the point on the template.

When all of your curves and points lay nicely on the dress, take the lace to your sewing machine and
sew the miters. You may find it helpful to put the lace on a piece of paper or tear away stabilizer so
your machine does not "eat" it.

Trim the seam allowance made by your miters, and put the lace back down on the dress. You may
need to adjust some of the gathers again. You could starch/iron it now, but you do run the risk of
setting the marks from your marker/chalk. Pin everywhere you think it's necessary, and take the
dress to the machine to pinstitch on the lace as you did for the sleeves.

Trim away the excess fabric

Match templates
before tracing!

